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Syria: The Ministry of Justice Newly Requires Security 

Clearances for Receiving Powers of Attorney for 

Missing and Absent Persons 

Circular 30, issued by the Syrian government’s Minister of Justice, 

violates Syrian law, the Syrian Constitution of 2012, and the rights of 

the families of missing and absent persons 
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On 16 September 2021, the Syrian government’s Ministry of issued Circular 30, which requires 

individuals obtain a security clearance to initiate power of attorney procedures for absent 

and missing persons.   

Receiving powers of attorney for absent and missing persons is an important tool for the 

families of absent and missing persons, allowing them to receive the individual’s salary and 

pension, as well as submit legal documents in their name. While this power is not absolute, 

as it is subjected to a sharia judge’s discretionary power, over the past ten years, families 

could apply to receive the power of attorney without a security clearance —an ability which 

has now ended.  

Ahmed al-Sayed, the Syrian Minister of Justice, justified the issuance of Circular 30 by citing 

the increased submissions for powers of attorney for missing and absent persons, who the 

Minister assumes are mostly wanted or dead. The Minister noted that in some cases, powers 

of attorney were being used in ways which harmed the interests of those missing. 

In this report, Syrians for Truth and Justice (STJ) explores the legal implications of Circular 30 

and its potential impact on the families of missing and absent persons across Syria.  

 

Definitions of Missing and Absent Persons in the Syrian Law 

War, unrest, and natural disasters result in numerous cases of missing persons whose status 

as alive or dead cannot be confirmed. These people’s absences freeze their properties and 

transactions, affecting their families both emotionally and financially.  

Syria’s Personal Status Law attempted to address the financial challenges facing the families 

of missing and absent persons by rectifying the suspension of the disposal of the properties 

of missing and absent people. The Personal Status Law defines absent and missing persons in 

Articles 202 to 206 as: 

• Article (202): A “missing person” is a person who has disappeared and whose status 

as alive or dead cannot be confirmed. This means that a person could still be alive, but 

their whereabouts remain unknown. 

• Article (203): An “absentee” is defined as a person who is unable to return to his home 

due to unforeseen circumstances and is therefore unable to manage their affairs for a 

period more than one year and his/her absence causes serious prejudice to their other 

interests. 

The Personal Status Law protects the interests of absent and missing persons and people who 

have financial links with them like creditors, debtors, heirs, or others. The Personal Status Law 

stipulates for the appointment of a legal counsel for the absent or missing person by the 

sharia judge in case the absent or missing person did not leave a general power of attorney 

for someone. In the event the absent or missing person gave a general power of attorney for 

someone before his disappearance the court is obligated to decide on the confirmation of this 

power of attorney, according to Article 204 of the Syrian Personal Status Law. 
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The Previous Requirements for Issuing a Power of Attorney 

for a Missing and Absent Persons 

In August 2021, the former First Sharia Judge of Damascus Mohammad al-Ma'arawi 

established new requirements for issuing powers of attorney for missing and absent persons: 

1. To submit for the power of attorney exclusively in the province of the missing or 

absent person.  

2. To attach a residence permit proves the missing or absent person’s old place of 

residence. 

3. To grant powers of attorney only to the ascendants or descendants of the absent 

person, his/her spouse, and to brothers in some humanitarian cases. 

4. To prove that the absent person is still alive by providing a Civil Registry Record for 

him/her or by bringing two witnesses to testify in case he/she resides outside regime-

held areas. 

The Syrian government’s Ministry of Justice newly requested a Summary of Criminal Record, 

for both the agent/attorney and the absent/missing person to grant power of attorney, as 

well as a report of the check ins and outs for the agent from the Immigration and Passport 

Department.  If the person is missing, those seeking powers of attorney must provide certified 

copies of the police report and the minutes (a semi-formal report) of the mukhtar who drafted 

the incident. 

The process of obtaining these documents has been complicated since the onset of the Syrian 

war in 2011, especially when security clearances have become requirements for pursuing 

most legal proceedings. 

The Consequences of Imposing the Security Clearance 

Requirement on the Families of Missing and Absent Persons 

Since 2015, obtaining a security clearance has been a prerequisite for initiating almost all 

government transactions, including those related to marriage, employment, obtaining a 

passport, renting a house, establishing businesses, and selling real estate. 

Issuing security clearance normally takes a period of up to three months or more. STJ spoke 

to several individuals who have applied for security clearances; some confirmed that they 

were not granted it for malicious purposes and others said that they were asked to pay sums 

of money to obtain it. 

A. Women are the primary victims 

Article 205 of the Personal Status Law states: “Any person missing for a period of four years, 

which was the case for many families throughout the conflict, can be declared legally dead by 

the courts”. The absent or missing person requires his mother or wife to prove his status to 

initiate the transaction for getting a power of attorney for him. The proving status procedures 
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begins with filing a lawsuit which requires a police report and testimonies from two witnesses 

confirming that the person has been missing or absent for more than four years. 

Circular 30 then requires wives or mothers of missing or absent men to obtain security 

clearances before initiating the status proving procedures. Notably, these procedures are 

complicated, and are made more challenging when the missing or absent person’s family is 

outside the country.  

In regime-held areas, most of the wives or mothers who attempted to obtain security 

clearances were subjected to insults, blackmail, and other abuses. The failure to obtain a 

security clearance impedes the subsequent legal actions, such as transferring inheritance, 

issuing identification papers, moving bank accounts, issuing bank cards, receiving salaries and 

pensions on behalf of the missing or absent person, and more.   

B. Circular 30 is above the law 

A legal scholar working with STJ argues that the Syrian Minister of Justice’s Circular 30 

violates the Personal Status Law, which alone does not require security clearances to submit 

for any type of power of attorney (Articles 202 to 206). 

Furthermore, Circular 30 violates the Syrian Constitution of 2012, specifically Article 50, 

which states: “The rule of law shall be the basis of governance in the state.”  

STJ’s legal scholar confirmed that Circular 30 would affect the interests of millions of 

Syrians, especially those displaced outside the country, who are identified as absent or 

missing by the Syrian Personal Status Law, and those living in it outside the government-

controlled areas. 

https://www.constituteproject.org/constitution/Syria_2012.pdf?lang=en
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Image 1- A photograph of Circular 30. Credit: The Syrian Ministry of Justice’s Facebook official page. 
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Image 2- A photograph of a declaration issued by the Syrian First Sharia Judge Mazen Yassin al-

Qutaifani on the need to obtain a security clearance to submit for a power of attorney for a 

missing/absent person. 
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Update: 

On 29 September 2021, Mazen al-Qutaifani, the First Sharia Judge of Damascus issued an 

administrative order amending the Minister of Justice’s Circular 30 of 15 September 2021. Al-

Qutaifani’s order stipulates that obtaining security clearance is only required for the power 

of attorney meant to deal with financial issues related to the missing/absent persons. 

 

Image 3- A photograph of the Administrative Order by the First Sharia Judge of Damascus. 
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